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Real-World Digital Nomading

Anyone Can Achieve a Digital Nomad Lifestyle Anywhere
Wow! What an exciting time we live in. Almost anyone has the option to live and
work the way they want. Back in the late 90s and early 2000s I think a lot of people
saw the potential of the Internet, but it was limited by small adoption and lack of
wifi / portable devices. Plus, there was no roadmap once we had the tools. That's all
changed now and I've created a book that details what's helped me achieve a
digital nomad lifestyle while working locally and sometimes abroad. Yes, there are
other books on digital nomading, but none I think that explain the topic in a way
that's practical for most people -- and most people that want to work locally, which
is what I believe most people want to do. In essence, live locally but live a freer
lifestyle of work and life balance.
Live free with money in your pocket.
This book is broken down into 3 main sections - the philosophy of local digital
nomading and the how, the money aspect, and finally the social media / storytelling
aspect.

Being Nomadic While Living Locally

I've been fully self-employed for a year now with no stop to challenges
encountered or topics yet to be learned. Working at home is great, but I wanted to
make my routine more exciting, more adventurous, and more Instagramable! Once
I figured out the local nomadic recipe, I am now compelled to share it with you,
because I believe anyone can replicate my adventures and dramatically improve
their work / life mix without any tricks or games.
I've discovered the freedom of movement is incredible. However, I've been more
mobile in the past working remotely in places as far away as Indonesia. For family
reasons I can't be living a truly nomadic lifestyle living in other countries at the
moment, so I've found innovative ways to feel like I'm moving around while working
-- locally.
What's great about being nomadic locally is that it is something anyone who lives in
a city can do. Being in a city is key. You can't easily hop from place-to-place in a
rural or suburban setting. And if you could, you would need a car to get around and
need to worry about parking and the stress of driving.

The Main Ingredients for Going Nomadic, Locally
So what's my recipe for going nomadic... locally and cheaply?
1. Find a large city library with a quiet reading room
2. Find co-working spaces that offer day passes with no expirations.
3. Find a public transportation app and use the Google Maps app to schedule your
trips to and from your working spaces.
4. Plan things to do when you are out and do things that are on your route to the
working space or on your way home.
5. Get some good mobile gear and backpack for working remotely
6. Spend a lot of money on your home office - you'll be working here most of the
time and you want to be productive.

How Do I Prepare to Work Nomadically, Locally?
You must be ready for change, and feel confident that you can make a major change
in your life. Your success must be visualized before you achieve it. And realize if you
fail, at least the attempt was a success in your life.
Working nomadically in a local setting is the same as working in other countries,
with the exception that it is easier because you have options to work for companies
in your local area that will pay you a standard salary, if you want that. Many large
corporations are letting their workers work remotely 1 or more days a week. If you
have any leverage, you should be able to ask for this. While I once worked for a
corporation that allowed work from home days when I first joined the company,
they were eventually taken away with changes in management. Keep that in mind
and focus on working for yourself so you have many options.
I'll tell you that when it is springtime and sunny outside the last place you want to
be is an office. Give yourself options to enjoy life. Carpe diem, before there are no
more diem.

What Skills Do I Need to Live Nomadic, Locally?

Nearly any office job can be performed remotely. Some popular ones are drop
shipping, development, digital marketing, and trading. Whatever your profession,
see if the company you currently work for hires remote consultants to aide in-house
workers. Chances are, they do have additional consultants and might already have a
plan to replace you with cheaper workers.

How Can Local Nomading Enable Self-employment?
Well, I can't say local nomading can enable self-employment, but if you enjoy
traveling and being in new spaces, you WILL find a way to make it happen and thus
you will make yourself self-employed.

Is Local Nomading Exciting?
Hell yeah. Living life in a routine isn't really living at all.

How is Local Nomading Easier / Different Than Ordinary Digital
Nomading?
• Don't have to leave family and friends
• Won't get sick traveling
• No new languages to learn
• No new leases or mortgages
• Less life disruption
• Since many nomads eventually settle in a place, the skills you learn being a local
nomad will stay with you your entire life and go with you wherever you settle in
the world

Work on Your Productivity / Do the work of 10 Humans

You might be wondering if you are going to work for yourself and live a free lifestyle
working anywhere locally what skills will I need? No skills really, you need to get
busy - there is much to do to kick off a self-employed lifestyle. I've read that in an
8-hour workday workers will only actually get 2 hours of work done.
According to Ray Dalio, hedge fund manager of Bridgewater, the best way to
improve your financial situation without any trickery is to increase your productivity.
Luckily I feel we have so many products and services to assist with productivity. For
example, I used to go to Chipotle for lunch and wait in line and slowly go through
the long process of telling the staff what I wanted on my tacos. Now I order online
using the Chipotle app, pay for my order with Apple Pay built into the app, and
when I arrive my order is on a shelf waiting for pickup. Plus I get points so I'll get
free meals over time.
Batching is another technique that Tim Ferris, author of the Four Hour Workweek,
and pioneer of digital nomading, mentions to increase your productivity. Basically,
you do tasks in a focused session to limit your distractions doing other tasks. For
example, I like to batch cook on Sunday and then I have meals for the rest of the
week. Since cooking takes a long time if you were to do it each day or even just a
few days a week it saves hours per week.

Are You Up for a Challenge?
One of the benefits of working nomadically is the challenge -- the challenge to
create multiple streams of income, the challenge to direct your life in a way that will
enable total freedom.
In fact, I don't think I've ever felt so American as I do now and maybe even
something bigger than just being American... a global citizen. Keeping a global
mindset or even an expanded view of where you are right now will improve your
mood and freedom.
To get started, have a plan to enable your flexibility and income. Stick to it. Be
flexible. Stay disciplined, have goals, and get out and nomad.

Financial Security - The Foundation for Nomadic Success

In order to work productively you shouldn't worry about money, or at least worry
about it less often. You need income to survive independently, and two effective
ways to ease the burden on you is to lower your expenses and make your money
work for you.
There are two ways to make your money work for you - setup a simple "Allweather" portfolio that you don't touch or actively manage investments. Since
actively trading is hard for most people I will outline both methods. Note that
trading can be done anywhere in the world and there is no boss other than the
market at large, making it a perfect nomadic job or complement to an existing
nomadic job. But first, let's figure out how to save money.

Living on 25% of the Income That You Think You Need
If you are going to work independently and live independently you're going to need
to trim your expenses to the bare minimum.
When I transitioned to trading / developing / blogging full-time I always suspected,
but came to realize that you don't need nearly the amount of money you think you
do make a living.
When you have a flexible schedule, many of life's essentials are actually half
the cost.
Here are some things I've found:
• Airline tickets are half when you are flexible and particular dates don't matter.
• When you work at home you don't go out to restaurants as much - you can eat
healthier, pay half, and save money on gas (without the stress of driving).
• Health insurance is a big cost, but the Affordable Care Act subsidizes the cost of

health insurance - I have a comparable HMO plan to my previous employer
subsidized plan for half the cost of the full PPO plan. You just need to be ok with
using an HMO plan. In all honesty, even my best employer-subsidized plans
didn't pay for a lot and I still had to plan a lot out of my own pocket for the plan.
As health care grows more expensive, employers are paying less.
• Do you need a car? If you work at home and live not too far from a downtown
area you use Uber and public transportation and get rid of a car. Average car
ownership costs are over $8,000/year. Even if you decide to keep your car, with
gas rising quite a bit you will save a lot on commuting costs. Plus, you can lower
your insurance premiums by reducing coverage. Personally, I much prefer taking
an Uber or even public transportation compared to driving.
• Have you checked your mailbox? Quality restaurants are sending direct mail
coupons. The deal? Usually 50% off. Say you save $40/month, compounded
over 10 years is $5300.
• Costco! Buying in bulk from Costco lowers the cost for most household supplies.
I would say you can save 50-70% off in most cases. Costco is great for single
people too. I would estimate I save $2,000 -$3,000 buying from Costco. Get
their credit card and join their higher-tier Executive membership.
• Do you like to use Amazon.com? Add essentials to your wishlist and check it
throughout the day. Items will randomly go on sale for up to 50% off. You just
need to be available to purchase at the right time.
• eBay - sell some items around the house. If you're like me, you have a lot of
items around the house you no longer use. eBay is a large marketplace where
you can get fair prices for your items. Aside from the extra money you'll make
selling items, it feels great to clear your space. Also, you'll feel good knowing
your items will find a good home. Many people on eBay need discounted items
and will be grateful to receive them.

The Automatic Investment Portfolio for Ordinary People
Wouldn't it be great to make a stable return with little volatility in your investment
portfolio? We can with Ray Dalio's "All Weather / All Season" Portfolio. It was backtesting for decades and holds up with an average of around 8% per year return. It's
a mix of 40% long term bonds, 15% intermediate term bonds, 30% stocks, 7.5%
commodities, 7.5% gold. I found the mix of low-fee ETFs to mimic this allocation. It
consists of:

• SPY - S&P 500 index fund
• TLT - Long term bond fund
• IEF - Intermediate term bond fund
• IAU - Gold fund
• GSG - Commodity fund
Ray Dalio says the portfolio should be rebalanced once a year. So if stocks
outperform, a portion should be sold and allocated to something that is
underperforming to balance the mix to portions outlined above.
Since the portfolio produces dividends, you can re-invest the dividends or take the
cash to use. Depends on what you want to do. If you have enough cash through
working or other investments, it's best to instruct your brokerage firm to
automatically re-invest the dividends. There won't be a commission for this, saving
you some money and it will compound your returns over time.
For most people, this all-weather portfolio is best since it produces good returns
will little effort. If you want to make money actively managing your investments,
see the next section. I think everyone in their life needs to be a money manager
since it is a life-long skill and important part of nomading.

Practical Trading for the Nomad - the Mini Handbook
Trade for a Living, Trade for a Life - BELIEVE it CAN be Done
Can you trade for a living? Don't you need a lot of money? Isn't it dangerous? Listen
to your gut -- yes, you can do it.
Like taking on any other new business, as an entrepreneur you need to make the
decision to commit to it as a career and lifestyle choice. If you're working now,
realize that you can't be truly successful in trading without making it your full-time
job. Markets move too fast for you to be doing something else at another job or in a
meeting. While you are at lunch, your portfolio could drop $10,000. Attending a
company training session with no smartphone access? A terrorist incident happens
and you just lost 15% of your portfolio. What's your strategy?

When I was working full time as a developer I often made poor trading decisions
because I didn't research enough or I panicked because I didn't have time for
formulate strategies for capital recovery.
Full-time Trading Life Overview
I have created a list of must haves / tips for full-time trading that I personally have
needed and used:
The Transition to Full-time Trading
• Prep your finances for the exciting journey
• Living on 25% of the Income That You Think You Need
• Get trading income goals
The Trade Setup
• A set aside amount of capital for trading that can be completely lost - minimum
$50,000 USD
• Savings for 6 months of living expenses while learning trading and get your sealegs for trading in the groove
• Figure out a bare-bones budget and use Mint.com to see where your money is
going and where you can make large cuts.
• A brokerage account with margin and futures trading privileges
• An IRA with margin / option and spread trading (for retirement income -- you
won't have a 401k plan with employer matching)
Making the Trades
• A full understanding of major technical trading indicators
• A trade overview page with watch lists for major indices
• An alert system to notify you of extreme market conditions or your price targets
Early Morning / After Hours Life
• Tools to get you mentally fit for the stress of trading - supplements, exercise
equipment, coffee, spiritual nourishment
• Some kind of side business to occupy you during trading down time and provide
extra income
Weekly Trading Tasks
• Alerts, trading income spreadsheets

The Transition to Full-time Trading
If you're like me, you're thinking of trading full-time but wondering if you should
leave your job and jump to a profession many would consider extremely risky. I
would say that you need to get yourself financially prepared before you make the
transition. If you can, pay off your house, pay off your cars, and have no debt. It will
make it much easier to live off of trading income because your expenses will be low
to start with.
Realize that when you have no commute, virtually no office expenses, and virtually
no overhead, living off of trading income is VERY possible. In fact, I'll say it's the
best job anyone can have. Think of the freedom that comes with trading full-time:
• Hours are very flexible - in many cases markets are open 24/5.
• You can be location independent - you can trade from anywhere in the world.
• You have no supervisor. You literally call the shots.
• In some cases all you need is a smartphone.
• You can estimate weekly income (but realize there will be large fluctuations).
• Work as little as 8 hours a month.
• Have the opportunity to have additional side businesses for the security of
multiple streams of income.
• Possibly lower tax rates (1256 contracts - Any gain or loss from a 1256 Contract
is treated for tax purposes as 40% short-term gain and 60% long-term gain.),
Long Term Capital Gains, and Dividend income all get special, potentially lower
tax treatment.
• Pay no social security tax on passive investment income (You should have some
social security funds from your previous positions when the time comes for you
to retire).
• Have massive amounts of time to spend with your kids, spouse, or significant
other.
• THERE IS NO CAP ON HOW MUCH MONEY YOU CAN MAKE.
I don't know many jobs where you can have truly unlimited income. And also realize
you can trade smaller amounts and take less risk. If your expenses are low there is
nothing wrong with that. You don't need to knock it out of the park. Just make a

living, right? But living on your own terms and doing whatever you want is knocking
it out of the park, no matter the income.
Living on 25% of the Income That You Think You Need
When I transitioned to trading full-time I always suspected, but came to realize that
you don't need nearly the amount of money you think you do make a living.
When you have a flexible schedule, many of life's essentials are actually half
the cost.
Here are some things I've found:
• Airline tickets are half when you are flexible and particular dates don't matter.
• When you work at home you don't go out to restaurants as much - you can eat
healthier, pay half, and save money on gas (without the stress of driving).
• Health insurance is a big cost, but the Affordable Care Act subsidizes the cost of
health insurance - I have a comparable HMO plan to my previous employer
subsidized plan for half the cost of the full PPO plan. You just need to be ok with
using an HMO plan. In all honesty, even my best employer-subsidized plans
didn't pay for a lot and I still had to plan a lot out of my own pocket for the plan.
As health care grows more expensive, employers are paying less.
• Do you need a car? If you work at home and live not too far from a downtown
area you use Uber and public transportation and get rid of a car. Average car
ownership costs are over $8,000/year. Even if you decide to keep your car, with
gas rising quite a bit you will save a lot on commuting costs. Plus, you can lower
your insurance premiums by reducing coverage. Personally, I much prefer taking
an Uber or even public transportation compared to driving.
• Have you checked your mailbox? Quality restaurants are sending direct mail
coupons. The deal? Usually 50% off. Say you save $40/month, compounded
over 10 years is $5300.
• Costco! Buying in bulk from Costco lowers the cost for most household supplies.
I would say you can save 50-70% off in most cases. Costco is great for single
people too. I would estimate I save $2,000 -$3,000 buying from Costco. Get
their credit card and join their higher-tier Executive membership.
• Do you like to use Amazon.com? Add essentials to your wishlist and check it
throughout the day. Items will randomly go on sale for up to 50% off. You just
need to be available to purchase at the right time.

• eBay - sell some items around the house. If you're like me, you have a lot of
items around the house you no longer use. eBay is a large marketplace where
you can get fair prices for your items. Aside from the extra money you'll make
selling items, it feels great to clear your space. Also, you'll feel good knowing
your items will find a good home. Many people on eBay need discounted items
and will be grateful to receive them.
Trading Income Goals
When starting out, what are some trading income goals to shoot for? What about
some key areas:
• U.S. minimum wage: $15,080/year ($1,257/month)
• U.S. average individual wage: $44,564/year ($3,714/month)
• U.S. household average: $59,055/year ($4,921/month)
The Trade Setup
Before you can start trading full time, you need capital. How much? My
recommendation is $50,000. If your income goals are low, like U.S. minimum wage
or thereabouts, $25,000 might do. You'll need to set aside living expenses while
you learn to trade professionally. 6 months is ideal. If your expenses are really low,
3 months might be ok. The last thing you want on your mind when trading
professionally is to think about living expenses when trading can place tremendous
stress on you.
Before you can know where you want to be with trading, you need to know where
you are. Know your net worth and figure the kinds of losses you can sustain. The
best tool for net worth calculation is use Mint.com. You can link your brokerage
accounts and keep track of trading progress, but I'll explain how to create your own
trading income spreadsheet later.
Brokerage Account Privileges
What really catapulted me to making real income from trading was three things:
futures, options on futures, and option rolling strategies. Futures provide great
liquidity in the marketplace so you get fair pricing. Trading stocks usually carries
higher commission fees because you'll need to trade more stock and stock options
because the product size is a little too small for professional trading.

What to trade? As a beginner trader you want to trade products that won't scare the
daylights out of you. What products are those? Major stock indexes, bonds, and
possibly REITs. Individual stocks CAN GO TO ZERO. Remember, bad things can
happen to companies. Their products could poison people. A car company could
have a defect that suddenly comes up and brakes no longer function. Self driving
features can steer people into concrete barriers. ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN. With
stock indexes, you completely take that risk off the table. Volatility is much lower
with stock indexes. You won't find 10% moves in a single day. You'll often have time
to adjust trades that go against you.
To trade large products like futures, you'll need margin, option, and futures
privileges. Apply for these privileges with your broker. They may want to see that
you have a net worth that can sustain some losses.
What About My Retirement Account? Grow Your Retirement Account WITHOUT
Adding Funds
Being a professional trader means you will need to fund your own IRA. Hopefully,
you have some money to fund your IRA already. The great thing about IRA accounts
is that you purchase nearly any stock product and sell options against your stock
positions.
What's great to buy for an IRA account? SPY. It's what Warren Buffett recommends
and for good reason. It's a set it and forget type of stock, as it represents the S&P
500. Over the long term the S&P 500 has never lost money, and in fast averages
around 8%/year.
Your retirement account can grow on its own without any transfers.
So, how do you juice your IRA account while staying conservative? Sell call options
on your stock positions. Sell them every 30-45 days. What can this do you for you?
It should generate additional retirement income to the tune of about an extra 20%
of your entire portfolio amount. What does this mean? It means if you have an IRA
account size that is significant, you'll never need to transfer money into the
account. It can grow on its own. Plus, with SPY, you'll get a 2% dividend.

Making the Trades
What does a trader need to make educated trades? A few technical tools available
from trading software is a great start.
• MACD (Moving average convergence divergence) is an important one. It lets you
know if prices have generally been trending up or down over a period of time.
It's a slow indicator that gives you sentiment and price action. When the
indicator moves from red to green, prices are trending higher and probably likely
to stay that way. Conversely, if the indicator moves from green to red prices are
moving down and will probably stay that way for a while.
• MFI (Money Flow Index) - an oscillator that moves between 0 and 100. Above
50 and money is flowing into a stock. Lower than 50 money is flowing out. 20
and 80 and key points, with 10 and 90 having real weight for imminent change.
What's the market doing?
You'll need some watch lists to see where the market is going. What's on the
watchlist? Major stock indices, oil, bonds. Most trading software platforms allow
you to create a watchlist. Some recommendations: SPY, IWM, QQQ, USO, IEF, TLT.
Everyone Needs Alerts
Since most of your days probably won't be trading because your positions won't
need 24 hour maintenance, you'll want some piece of mind. How? Alerts. Set alerts
to notify you of key price points for levels of support and resistance for stocks.
When they break, have the trading platform send the alert to your phone so you can
take action. Markets move fast, so you want alerts. Realize that a lot of trading is
done by computers are stocks can quickly move up or down. Make sure to have a
strategy when the alert fires, but be suspicious in case it is just algorithm trading.
Volume can be a good indicator to see if moves are real. If it's summer or a holiday
week have healthy skepticism.
Early Morning / After Hours Life
Trading is stressful, so you'll need to manage the stress. Supplements keep your
mind sharp and body healthy. Multivitamins, Vitamin D, and Ginseng are worthwhile
investments. Ginseng will keep you alert and very focused. It keeps you alert like
caffeine but gives you more brainpower. Speaking of caffeine, I love K-cups, and the

Keriug brewer. For a while I thought it would only make weak coffee, but certain
brands like Peet’s changed my mind. Also, the newer brewers allow you to brew
stronger cups through strength settings.
Chances are you'll spend a lot of time at home since you live in your office. I use
Bowflex free weights to work out at home. You can do so many exercises with them
and they are compact and well designed.
I will say there is some amount of luck in trading, but more so than luck I would
suggest having some kind of spirituality. There is an uncanny rhythm to the market
that suggest something supernatural is in place. Having some prayer / mediation /
mindfulness time will help you focus and look at your positions from a distance you
wouldn't normally see.
Since trading gives you so much flexibility with time, it’s a good idea to create a side
business that is also flexible. The reason you want a flexible side business is that
markets can change quickly and you need to be able to react if you need to. Since
you will have a lot of money tied up in your investments and trades your trading
business must take priority. Many times I have lost tens of thousands of dollars
simply because I was doing something else while markets moved. I delayed making
necessary adjustments. Don’t delay!
So what kind of side business is best? Whatever you are interested in. Whatever
your interests are, I’m sure you could create a blog about that interest. Blogging is a
great side business and is the perfect compliment to trading. Flexibility is key.
Weekly Trading Tasks
You’ll need some preparation for the week ahead. I usually do my trading tasks on
Friday afternoon.
Alerts
Like I mentioned before, alerts are key. If an alert doesn’t fire, everything is going
smoothly. Just relax. Since your alerts are likely to fire during the week, you can
recreate them when they fire, or recreate them during your Friday strategy session.
Weekly Strategy Session

I like to plan a weekly strategy session on Fridays where I can review charts and get
ideas for the week ahead. I read news and deeper articles about indices and stocks.
I gauge sentiment on social networks and forums.
Trading Income Spreadsheet
You need to measure how you’re doing. That’s where spreadsheets come in handy.
For my spreadsheet, I measure each week - where I started, where I ended, any
deposits, and any withdrawals.
As the weeks go by, you’ll see that you are making money or losing it, but having
some organization will make you feel more comfortable with the risks you are
taking.
It’s important to look at your trading income over several weeks, not each week
at a time.
Some weeks will be huge - up or down, but when you look at the average income
you’ll start to feel that trading for a living is possible. It just takes belief in yourself
and trading discipline!
Go forth and trade!
Trade Resources
News
• Bloomberg
• Yahoo! Finance
Money Flows
• Buying on Weakness | Money Flow
• Selling on Strength | Money Flow
Economic Commentary
• TD Economics
Economic Indicators
• Payroll Numbers - CPI |Bureau of Labor Statistics
• Unemployment Insurance Weekly Claims | Department of Labor

• Existing Home Sales
• Durable Goods
• Retail Sales
• Manufacturing | Purchasing Managers Index
• Weekly Petroleum Data
• Metals Charts
• GDP
• Major Index P/E Ratios
Market Sentiment / Futures
• Bloomberg Futures
Community / Forums
• SPY Forum | Yahoo! Finance
Events
• TD Ameritrade MarketDrive
• TastyTrade Events

Documenting Your Journey - Blogging Nomadically

When thinking about why you want to be nomadic - for lifestyle, for work, for both social media will probably be an important for you. If you are nomadic while
working in an entrepreneurial way, social media can be free advertising / lead
generation. If you are nomadic for pleasure, you'll want to share your journey with
family and friends.
To have your social media posts found, be sure you use appropriate hashtags and
always "check in" so people can find your posts based on location. The more data
you put in the post the greater the chance it will be found.

Storytelling in the Digital Age
“Old” ways of storytelling are new again. Living in the city of Houston for several
years, it occurred to me that I’ve never taken a city bus to go anywhere. I had this
great idea of going “On the Road” with my buddy and ad man, Hal Werner. Well, for
a short trip anyway. I planned to take the city bus into downtown Houston. My coworkers were perplexed that I would want to take a city bus, but I told them it
would be awesome and agreed to document the short trip via Twitter.
Jack Kerouac - The Original On the Road
People who know me know I’m a big Jack Kerouac fan. I’ve read several of his
novels and loved the idea of improvisational storytelling. In the 1940s, it was quite
a new method of storytelling. Kerouac popularized it, but the idea came from letters
written on-the-go by his friend Neal Cassidy. It was these letters that got me
interested in Kerouac and the style of writing. Armed with an iPhone and Twitter, I
had the tools to bring Kerouac’s true vision of improvisational storytelling to life – in
real time.
Where Kerouac and his motley crew of writers and adventurers only used words,
Twitter empowers people today to use words, photos, audio, and even video in real
time. And so, my evening started with just that – words and photos.

Dispatches
I dashed out Tweets from my Twitter account @KenMorico. Since the iPhone has a
built-in microphone, it makes an excellent digital voice recorder, and I was able to
capture the city sounds from our bus stop along with our unedited, off-the-cuff
commentary.
Have a listen
As the night progressed, I took more photos and wrote more Tweets. The iPhone
makes a great travel camera… I was able to take photos without drawing too much
attention to myself, and at high resolution the photos came out fairly crisp. Using
FourSquare, I was able to check in to places and let people know exactly where I
was… creating history in effect.
The Bus Routes
The bus was a fun time. I though the bus stop closest to where I lived would be
what I needed. Hal explained different. Buses have certain routes, so even though
one is closer, it may not take you exactly where you think it might go. Hal used the
wonderful Google Maps with embedded bus routes to find our way. The Houston
METRO Bus Schedules were horrible and confusing. METRO should really hire a
company like Ken Morico to redesign their site. Anyways, the people on the bus
were interesting. Old, one mentally handicapped, a few pimps, and some fairly
normal people. You really notice your surroundings on the bus. With the slow speed
of the bus, you see things that you would never notice on familiar routes driving in a
fast car.
A man’s night on the town, we visited eateries and bars on a beautiful Friday night
in springtime Houston. Downtown has a lot of unique bars and restaurants, like
historic La Carafe, Flying Saucer, and Frank’s Pizza.
Twitterists
Kerouac may be dead, and the improvisational style forgotten by many, but I see a
new generation of inspired “writers.” Maybe I’ll just call them Twitterists. Yeah, I
just made that up. Improv is back!

Instagram

Something struck me as I was checking out my Web stats. People are more
interested in learning about you through your Instagram feed than via Facebook or
Twitter. This is a recent change and you, as someone with a business or presence
on the Web, should take care to build an expressive Instagram profile.
Watch this YouTube video of me explaining Instagram optimization
The Case for Producing Instagram Content
Why are people so interested in Instagram and why is it now at a tipping point? I
think there are several reasons:
• People are frustrated with the noise and abuse on Facebook and Twitter
• Instagram is simple to use and many of the photos are high quality
• Hashtag functionality works well and it's easy to find public photos on any topic
• Instagram can give you an "insider's view" of peoples' lives
• It's easy to follow celebrities and they tend to post a lot on Instagram
• Instagram filters and Instagram TV (IGTV)
Instagram gives you the opportunity to express yourself -- visually and only visually.
And I think that's what makes it so fun and also so challenging. It's not easy to
come up with great photos. It's much easier to type 140 characters on Twitter and
not worry about framing, composition, lighting, and color saturation. But great
photos are what people WANT. If you care about your audience, make it happen.
Content Reuse
Like content for other social media networks, Instagram content can be remixed for
use on other social platforms. This saves you time. The trick is finding the right
social network for the content. Since Twitter is a very public network and because
Instagram is public via hashtags, they make sense for cross-posting content.
Facebook can also be a candidate for cross-posting.
You'll want vertical video for Instagram, so cross-posting will be a bit harder for
video, but you can set up a "session" or plan a day of "episodes" and create content
for all platforms at the same time while you have the setting and lighting right for
your message.

Think you need to be genuine in your use of Instagram with instant pictures taken
by you? "I’d assumed two things about the beautiful people of Instagram. First, I
figured they used the service the way Instagram suggests—that is, snapping pics
and immediately sharing them with friends. Second, I assumed they took the
photos themselves. Neither was true." Max Chafkin wrote in his experience turning
from a regular guy to Instagram influencer with the help of an influencer agency.
Here's my Instagram photo that my friend took of me on a Bird scooter.

Yes, I was on a scooter having fun, but I wanted you to see it too, so it was partially
staged.
Show Me the MONEY!
Show me the money. Show ME the MOney. SHOW. ME. THE MONNNNEEEEY!
Instagram is about getting your Jerry Maguire on and getting a little crazy, but
ultimately, it's probably about the money. Why? Instagram is also considered a
public relations tool. It's a representation of YOU to the PUBLIC. Chances are, you
make money in part by how you act, look, or present yourself. If you sell something
for a living, people might want to know more about you before they are comfortable
with you. In fact, it's been said that people do business with those they "know, like
and trust." What better way to achieve familiarity than through Instagram posts?
Images can be so powerful and convey so much in a short amount of time, as well
as communicate to people of all income, status, or education level... as well as
those who speak any language in any country.

So what makes for interesting photos that might make me want to do business with
you or just generally like you? For me, it would be new and different photos of food,
travel destinations, aspirational photos, and photos that show you are just living life
and having a great time. For other people, it might be that they want to see artistic
photos or photos that show you volunteering or participating in a political rally or
protest. Everyone is different, but chances are, someone will feel very strongly
about one of your posts. Once someone feels comfortable with you and likes you
anything is possible in sales, business, life... heck, even free beer or hugs.
Resources
• Confessions of an Instagram Influencer | Bloomberg Article
• How to Win Friends and Influence Others | The Classic Influencer Book / Manual
• BuzzFeed Instagram Famous- Here's an interesting video from BuzzFeed that
shows the Instagram fame journey.

Inspiration
4 Things My Grandfather Taught Me About Entrepreneurship
Scared and excited to be an entrepreneur during these bi-polar times? This is
nothing new, and I look to my grandfather for how he survived and prospered
during the Great Depression.
My grandfather, Dominic, grew up during the Great Depression. Like me in the
2000s, he just missed the boom years that happened in the 1920s (see Roaring
Twenties) when he was an adult.

Dominic with my father on the right and uncle on the left. (circa 1944)
Dominic was the son of an Italian immigrant factory worker. His father immigrated
in the 1900s after poor economic conditions in Italy caused a flood of immigrants
to enter the U.S. through Ellis Island. No doubt, Dominic longed for a better life than
that provided by his father.
Corporate downsizing and explosion of the Internet / mobile revolution casts a
bittersweet coating in today's environment. High unemployment marred the 30s
and early 40s, like today, but new technologies like the mass-produced automobile
combined with an increasing population created opportunities. Tough times called
for creativity, like they do today.
Create Something People Need
When times are tough, you need to offer something people need. When times are
good, you'll still be around. Dominic owned a barber shop with several employees.
If you had a job or wanted one during the Great Depression you needed be clean
shaven and kempt (unlike me today!). Barriers to opening a physical business were
lower then, but today Internet businesses can have very low overhead.
Always Keep Cash Handy
Dominic had cash money along with other forms of money, but it was real cash or
liquid. Tough lending practices by banks like today prevented a frenzy. Cash is what
keeps a business operating today and tomorrow. You can't weather storms without
cash. It's also easy to acquire great real estate if you have cash.
You Need Multiple Streams of Income
Dominic had many different types of assets. In fact, the same assets we see today.
He had dividend stocks, bonds, the barbershop, and a large multi-family house that
he rented out. Even in the worst of times, assets like these will produce. It's easy to
sleep at night knowing all your eggs are NOT in one basket.
You Can Never Be Fired
When you create your own job, you can never be fired. Dominic was never fired.
Who could fire him? He owned the place, literally. He had a nice retirement and
lived into his 80s.

Nomadic Resources

A few nomads I follow and find inspiration from:
Nomad Capitalist
Johnny FD
Chris the Freelancer - Digital Nomad
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